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Times have changed, and so have the rules. Modern grownups need a sex-positive
guide to communicating digitally with their lover, and sex guru Tina Horn is here to help
you with you swipe right, sext like a pro, and take superb selfies. How frequently should
you text a friend with benefits? When is it okay to send someone a nude pic? Modern
sex is full of confusing questions that Dear Abby never had to deal with. But don't lose
hope if you're feeling confused about erotic etiquette: the Sex Rules series is here to
answer all the little questions about how to handle sexual situations--even the ones you
didn't know you had. Sexting covers all types of digital flirting. Sexy texts require timing
and style, while erotic pictures and steamy selfies may reqiure caution about the cloud.
White-hot videos can take you from FaceTime to Oh-FaceTime if you know what you're
doing. Learn the dos and don's for when, how, and what to include in a great sexting
session and turn your phone into a hot sexting machine! Endorsements: "Tina Horn
transmutes experiences most people have never had into tasty brain candy and
challenging, informative walks on the wild side. I'd trust this writer to take me pretty
much anywhere." - Carol Queen, PhD, Author, Real Live Nude Girl and The Leather
Daddy and the Femme "Tina Horn is a compelling public speaker and ingenious
educator. Her writing on BDSM and sex worker rights explores some of the most
important social issues of our time. In her writing and on her podcast, she manages to
make complex issues accessible without dumbing anything down. Having worked with
her at several sexuality conferences, I can attest that she is as professional as she is
original. " - Tristan Taormino, author of The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Womenand
Opening Up, host of Sex Out Loud on The VoiceAmerica Talk Radio Network, founder
and producer of The Feminist Porn Conference "Tina Horn reverently unearths the
details of the lives of the sex workers she profiles, revealing fetishes, passions, kinks
and quirks from an insider perspective. She showcases the artistry inherent in their
jobs, lives and sexuality, and by doing so, opens up these underground worlds to
curious readers." - Rachel Kramer Bussel, author of Sex & Cupcakes, editor of The Big
Book of Orgasms
Two dirty-talking, commanding, dominant heroes stopping at nothing to claim their
woman... I'd never imagined that being posed, ordered, and held would feel this good.
Until now, I’d never found the right lovers to coax out my hidden, dark desires. Nor had
I found anyone worthy of initiating me into their world of pleasure, pain, dominance, and
submission. Now, my two lovers were helping me to reinvent my every notion of
pleasure. The safe, sensible, boring Keira, who never took risks or tried anything
outside her comfort zone, was gone. I’ve finally found a place where I truly belong—with
my two lovers and our Irresistible Desires. NOTE: This MFM romance is all about
her—no M/M. As with all my books, this standalone menage is safe with no cheating, no
cliffhangers, and a guaranteed HEA! ___ Topics: New York, anti-hero, anti-hero
romance, alpha hero, alpha bad boy, dominant alpha male, dominant alpha male hero,
protection, famous, male, bodyguard, criminal, criminal underground, dirty billionaire,
millionaire, rich, hidden, forbidden romance, hidden identity, multicultural interracial
romance, military romance.
The Pornography Industry: What Everyone Needs to Know addresses key issues and
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concerns about a controversial and very hot topic. Written for a curious and intelligent
audience interested in the foundations and developments of the industry, the book
touches on the history of pornography, landmark legal cases, the latest medical
research, and ongoing political debates.
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO JERRY PICCO? *** Farewell My Lovely meets
Californication *** Meet Jack Storm PhD, disgraced ex-college professor and
unlicensed PI. Since getting turfed out of Berkeley for violent misconduct, he’s turned
his brains and his 250-pound frame to solving crimes. Working out of Los Angeles (and
the trunk of his 20 year-old Mercedes Benz), Jack has finally found his true place in life:
the gutter. When Jerry Picco goes missing, Jack is called in to help. Picco is the
world’s greatest ‘erotic actor’, and his disappearance has come at a difficult time for
the diminutive porn star. He’s left a heap of debt, a career in nosedive, and a screen
partner with plenty reasons to want him gone. Jack has his own reasons for trying to
find him. Apart from anything else, he’s one of Jerry’s biggest fans. The only clues
he’s got: a Polaroid of seven little men in the woods, and some story about a princess.
*** For fans of Carl Hiaasen and Janet Evanovich, What Ever Happened to Jerry
Picco? is a humorous literary spoof, an unusual, quirky detective novel... a romp of a
noir from prize-winning author John Barlow.
When womanizer, and possible schizophrenic, John Hazel, is suddenly offered a
serious job promotion by the CEO of his company, David Wall, under the condition that
John help him kill his wife, John finds himself between a rock and a hard place when
Mr. Wall's wife, Victoria Wall, asks John to do the same for her. John, an office temp,
photographer and university teaching assistant of philosophy, has more than enough on
his post-traumatic, hyperactive mind, without something as absurd as this weighing
down on him, not to mention that he is haunted-well, annoyed more than anything-by
either the spirits or imaginary spirits of Giovanni Boccaccio, Francois Rabelais and a
she-devil named Sabrina. Life does not seem to want to let up on John. Will he make it
through this very bizarre time of tribulation, or will he end up behind bars, stone-cold
dead, or simply cracking under the weight of it all?
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Current Trajectories in Global
Pentecostalism: Culture, Social Engagement, and Change" that was published in
Religions
Midwifing—A Womanist Approach to Pastoral Counseling: Investigating the Fractured
Self, Slavery, Violence, and the Black Woman, is an investigation of intergenerational
trauma. Exploring the impact of slavery, violence, racism, sexism, classism, and other
isms on the self of the Black woman. This examination of the complexity of pain speaks
to the multidimensional reality of some Black women and the necessity for a therapeutic
technique that invites the fullness of the Black woman’s historical narrative. Dr.
Thurmond-Malone’s work exposes hidden pain in a safe and sacred space that speaks
to the deep-rooted anguish experienced through generations of Black women and
invites her readers to understand the necessity for a rebirthing to occur. This work also
empowers women of African descent to become unarmored through the naming,
claiming, and reauthoring of their story, and empowers therapists to become midwives
adept at empathizing with the intense pain carried by some Black women. Lastly, the
book provides clinicians with insight into how to become midwives capable of holding
the accounts of Black women while illustrating the author’s approach as a method of
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interdependence, communal, and cultural competency. Taking an analytical look at the
counselee’s past then births hope for their future as a whole and transformative self.
Out is a fashion, style, celebrity and opinion magazine for the modern gay man.
Presents over twenty years of the author's work examining such themes as the relationship
between activism and desire, sexuality and class identity, and the author's own political
development as a response to her unique personal history.
Essays and autobiography from one of the pioneers of feminist film theory.
From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the digital realm,
SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the culture around it with authoritative
reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical ear. With dynamic photography, bold
graphic design, and informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the energy of today's
most innovative sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly
VIP pass to all that rocks.
Daily existence is more interconnected to consumer behaviors than ever before,
encompassing many issues of well-being. Problems include unhealthy eating; credit card
mismanagement; alcohol, tobacco, pornography, and gambling abuse; marketplace
discrimination; and ecological deterioration; as well as at-risk groups who are impoverished,
impaired, or elderly. Opportunities for well-being via consumer behaviors include
empowerment via the Internet, product sharing, leisure pursuits, family consumption, and proenvironmental activities, among others. In 2005 the Association for Consumer Research
launched Transformative Consumer Research (TCR). Its mission is to foster research on
quality of life that is both rigorous and applied for better assisting consumers, their caregivers,
policy administrators, and executives. This edited volume includes 33 chapters on a wide
range of topics by expert international authors. All royalties from sales of this book are donated
to the Association to support TCR grants.
This bad boy is ready to work some magic… Identical twin and Las Vegas performer Max
Dalton has always been the number one bad boy in his family, and he’s appreciated the
women and fame that comes along with his reputation. Now, with his brother married to the
love of his life and expecting a family of his own, Max sees what being a playboy has cost him.
Grace Sinclair is on a mission when she comes to Vegas, one that involves asking Max, her
best friend’s brother-in-law, to give her the pleasure no man’s ever been able to. She
suspects Max has more layers than he lets people see, but she’s determined to keep her
heart safe even as she offers him her body. After all, Max can give her what she wants, but not
what she needs–her own family. For that, she has a plan that doesn’t include Max. Will Grace
see beyond Max’s bad boy façade long enough to trust him with her heart? And will Max figure
out what he really wants before he loses the one woman who makes him believe in love
again? The Bedding The Bachelors Series: Book 1: Bedding The Wrong Brother (Rhys) Book
2: Bedding The Bad Boy (Max) Book 3: Bedding The Billionaire (Jamie) Book 4: Bedding The
Best Friend (Ryan) Book 5: Bedding The Biker Next Door (Cole) Book 6: Bedding The
Bodyguard (Luke)** Book 7: Bedding The Best Man (Gabe)** Book 8: Bedding The Boss
(Eric)** **Coming Soon
Michael walks the line between the physical world and the world of the supernatural. He
handles problems that other can't--he's a werewolf for hire, but if he's not careful, he might bite
off more than even a werewolf can chew.
Men Speak Out: Views on Gender, Sex, and Power, Second Edition highlights new essays on
pornography, pop culture, queer identity, Muslim masculinity, and the war on women. With
personal candor and political insight, this collection of diverse authors explores sex work,
digital activism, incarceration, domestic violence, surviving incest, and standing firmly as male
allies facing the backlash against women’s reproductive rights. Featuring eleven new essays
and six revised thematic sections, this second edition of a favorite anthology continues to
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encourage robust discussion and vibrant debate about masculinity and the possibilities for
progressive change. The contemporary, compelling essays in Men Speak Out appeal to
students, scholars, activists, and everyday readers.
Read the words they risked everything for! This landmark volume collects more than a hundred
years of the most important public rhetoric on gay and lesbian subjects. In the days when
homosexuality was mentioned only in whispers, a few brave souls stood up to speak for the
rights of sexual minorities. In Speaking for Our Lives: Historic Speeches and Rhetoric for Gay
and Lesbian Rights (1892-2000), their stirring words have finally been gathered together, along
with the political manifestoes, broadsheets, and performance pieces of the gay and lesbian
liberation movement. Speaking for Our Lives comprises speeches and manifestoes prompted
by events ranging from demonstrations to funerals. Scholars and researchers will appreciate
the brief commentary introducing each piece, which discusses the author, the occasion, and
the political and social contexts in which it first appeared. You’ll find the words of a broad
variety of individuals and groups, including: the Victorian humanist and crusader Robert
Ingersoll key groups such as the Mattachine Society, Homosexual Law Reform Society, Gay
Activists Alliance, and International Gay Association activists and educators Robin Morgan,
Joseph Bean, and Dr. Franklin Kameny, artists and journalists of the movement, such as John
Eric Larsen, Joan Nestle, Barbara Grier, and Jim Kepner elected officials, including Bella
Abzug, Ed Koch, Eleanor Holmes Norton, Gerry Studds, Tammy Baldwin, and Bill Clinton
Many of these documents have long been out of print. Speaking for Our Lives makes these
noteworthy texts readily available to the broader public they deserve. This book preserves an
essential part of twentieth-century history.
Coming Out Like a Porn StarEssays on Pornography, Protection, and PrivacyStone Bridge
Press
Many people experience shame around sex and sexuality. Whether you identify as gay,
straight, bisexual, queer, or transgender, chances are you've repressed your truth and your
desires at points in your life for fear of how others might perceive you. But in reality, when it
comes to sex, there is no such thing as "normal." Beneath the masks and labels we hide
behind, we are all equally human. Everyone Is a Freak unleashes the voices of a forwardthinking generation of sex and gender outlaws and "ordinary" people, challenging gender
ideology, stereotypes, and social expectations. The collection includes intimate confessions
and opinions from more than 100 contributors of various genders, sexual orientations, and age
groups, from around the U.S. and around the world. These dirty secrets will empower humans
everywhere to "come out of the closet," so to speak-to build up the courage to be more
vulnerably honest and less afraid. From funny and embarrassing sex scandals and zany
fetishes... to heart-wrenching confessions about discrimination and oppression, Everyone Is a
Freak will make you laugh, cry, and lower your guard to humanity. "Each page is a
surprise--some delightful and some heartbreaking; so eloquently spoken in the voices of
dozens of sex and gender outsiders, insiders, and people who take no side at all. A must-read
for everyone." -KATE BORNSTEIN, AUTHOR OF GENDER OUTLAW "Honest and
provocative. An intimate glimpse behind the masks and labels people wear in their daily lives."
-ERIKA LUST, INDIE EROTIC FILM DIRECTOR "Everyone Is a Freak offers an intimate peek
into the sexual psyche of everyday people and an intensely gratifying response to the question,
'Am I normal?' The answer exampled page after page with resounding confirmation: none of us
are normal, so drop the shame and let your freak flag fly." -JIZ LEE, EDITOR OF COMING
OUT LIKE A PORN STAR
Cast Out is a collection of memoirs and interviews by twenty-two leading performers,
playwrights, technicians, producers, critics, educators, and passionate spectators. The book
offers a backstage pass to the personal and creative lives of some of the most important and
influential theater artists of the past fifty years.
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How Do Gay Porn Stars Make Bottoming Look So Easy? Hung tops stick it in like a glute inject
and the bottoms don’t even flinch. What’s their secret? And what can you learn from them so
you can have ecstatic butt sex without any pain? Some of the answers will shock you. Learn
porn star secrets to bottoming without pain and start making love with volcanic pleasure.
Written by gay sex advice columnist Woody Miller and a team of urologists and colon-rectal
specialists, this book combines porn industry secrets with innovative techniques from the latest
gay male sex research. How We Got The Porn Industry’s Secrets To Bottoming Without Pain.
We sent a team of researchers to interview a truckload of gay male erotica industry
folk—cameramen, scouts, producers, directors and performers. The result is a fascinating,
behind-the-scenes, no-holds-barred look into the industry and the secrets they use to get
performers to bottom without pain or messy scenes. The main sections: 1: What You Can
Learn From Porn Star Bottoms. A fascinating view of bottoming in the porn industry—how gay
erotica performers prepare for a shoot, how they can take huge tops without any pain (even if
it’s their first time) and how they stay loose despite day-long shoots. If you ever had a question
about how the porn industry works, this is the place to find answers—from how much money
porn stars make to what percent are heterosexual (shocking!) to their favorite brand of
douches. 2: Free Your Mind, Your Butt Will Follow. How To Bottom Like A Porn Star: The
Ultimate Guide To Gay Sex is part porn exposé, part how-to from the latest gay sex research.
In this chapter, we’ll look at how “Anticipatory pain” and a perceived loss of masculinity can
put your butt in a headlock. We’ll show you how to resolve the emotional blocks that stop you
from trying or enjoying anal sex with other gay men. 3: Why It Feels Like You’re Being
Impaled By A Fence Post. From our urologist and colon-rectal experts who specialize in gay
male sex: It isn’t just your sphincter causing all that pain; it’s your “S-curve” as well as
involuntary puborectal contractions. Learn your anatomical structure so you can make the tips
in this book work better. 4: How Porn Star Bottoms Relax Their Sphincters. Not all do it, or
need to, but the gay men in the sex industry that do swear by it. Find out whether you should
use their controversial method. 5: The Porn Star Method Of Eliminating Pain. Find out the
shocking things gay male erotica stars do to eliminate pain. Some cannot be recommended,
but others can and we’ve combined them with a technique that blends systematic
desensitization, pattern breathing, progressive muscle relaxation and sexual imagery to
completely eliminate pain and heighten pleasure. 6: How Porn Star Bottoms Handle The Ick
Factor. Find out their secrets to getting your butt cleaner than a Brady Bunch rerun. 7: A
Device That’s Better Than A Douche Or An Enema. Enemas and douches are a bad idea
(despite the porn industry’s reliance on them). Find out why and what product doctors
recommend that will get you as clean as a douche without any of the harmful side effects. 8:
How To Bottom Without Pain For The First Time. Here you’ll learn how to combine the best
position with the best angle of entry. Missionary? Doggie-style? Straight in? Angled up? When
it comes to gay sex, it matters. 9: A Guided Tour Of A Pain-Free Bottoming Session Between
Adam And Steve. A beginner’s real-time, step-by-step guide to bottoming—porn style!-- that will
light you up like an all-night liquor store. Learn How To Bottom Like A Porn Star With The
Ultimate Guide To Gay Sex! Scroll up, click the buy button and start tonight!
Auth : Yale University & Dartmouth College.
Small-town practice would be heaven if it weren't for the women hounding Dr. Bryan Booker.
Tired of playing games and dodging passes, the handsome doctor is resigned to staying
single. Until he's guilted into hiring a new office assistant, and she makes him consider
changing his mind— Melissa York is a big surprise. Despite all she's been through, she's tough,
bold and beautiful. But can the town's most-sought-after bachelor persuade the survivor who
thinks she's damaged goods that when he looks at her he sees his perfect wife?
The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine.
Established in 1967, it is the oldest continuing LGBT publication in the United States.
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This one-of-a-kind book shares intimate personal stories of porn performers "coming out" to
family, friends, partners, lovers, and community. The contributors represent a wide range of
races, ethnicities, and genders. They include Joanna Angel, Annie Sprinkle, Betty Blac, Nina
Hartley, Candida Royalle, Conner Habib, Dale Cooper, Christopher Zeischegg, Cindy Gallop,
Drew DeVeaux, Erika Lust, Gala Vanting, Casey Calvert, Lorelei Lee, Stoya, Ignacio Rivera
AKA Papí Coxxx, and many others. Jiz Lee is a veteran porn performer who had worked in
over two-hundred projects within indie, queer, and hardcore gonzo adult genres. Lee is the
editor of Coming Out Like a Porn Star, and co-editor of the Porn Studies Journal Special Issue:
Porn and Labour.
Buy this book! What, you expected sterling praise from famous writers? Sorry, I can't provide
that because I am forced to publish Confederate Nation myself. Besides, I suspect that many
of those testimonials are just favors from friends who may not have even read the book. And
you never see a bad one, right? Let's face it, the so-called mainstream publishing industry has
become constipated and reluctant to do much more than recycle the gorp of mediocre but
established writers. It is mostly unwilling to take a chance and discover new and exciting
writers. So, I am taking matters in my own hands and getting Confederate Nation in front of
readers. Life is too short to wait for a break. I'm going to try and make it happen now. Is this a
great book? Probably not. There are very few great books published any more. But is it
entertaining? Yes. Does it tell an odd story? Certainly. And I have always thought it should be
a movie, too. With proper padding and makeup, Kurt Russell could again be Elvis. A man is
ultimately his own father because he keeps growing, if he's lucky, and as he grows he's the
only person there every damn day to help get past the rough spots. We become our own
fathers, and we should, and we must raise ourselves, even when a biological father has been
there, but even more so when one has not. In the end we are solitary creatures. We're alone.
The smart ones will make alliances and coalitions with others to make the trip sweeter and
kinder, but it's a long and solitary trip and in the end the partners we make can't get us across
the last barrier. That we have to do for ourselves. -Michael Loyd Gray
THREE GAY SEX GUIDES FOR ONE LOW PRICE! 1. How To Bottom Like A Porn Star:
Techniques for no-pain, no-stain intercourse 2. How To Top Like A Stud: Getting and staying
hard, thrusting techniques 3. How To Give Head Like A Porn Star: Secret pressure points that
reduce men to tears The Three Best Selling Sex Guides In Amazon’s History Are Having A
Three-Way! Now you can buy the 3-book series for one low price. Written by “The East Coast
Dan Savage,” Woody Miller is a gay sex advice columnist and former host of HBO’s The Sex
Inspectors. Book #1: How To Bottom Like A Porn Star Combines porn industry secrets with
innovative techniques from the latest sex research so you can COMPLETELY relax your
sphincter for no-pain intercourse. Does bottoming hurt too much? Do hygiene worries keep you
from trying? This book is for you! GET RID OF BUTT PAIN ONCE AND FOR ALL The
Sexhalation Method Will Help You Bottom For Hung Guys Effortlessly Read the step-by-step
instructions, complete with mind-blowing demonstrations of just how relaxed your body can get
to receive a man. ARE YOU EMBARRASSED BY THE SMELLS AND STAINS? Discover A
Device That’s Better Than An Enema or a Douche! Plus, find out the best meals to have
before sex and inexpensive supplements that’ll keep you cleaner than a Brady Bunch rerun.
WHEN PORN STARS NEED ADVICE ON BOTTOMING THIS IS THE BOOK THEY READ
Famous Porn Directors Make It Required Reading For New Models. Why? Because it answers
every conceivable question: What’s the most pain-free position? What’s the best angle of
entry? What’s the best way of stretching your sphincter without causing harm? What are the
best tightening exercises? And dozens more. Book #2: How To Top Like A Stud ARE YOU
WORRIED YOU’LL LOSE YOUR ERECTION? You Won’t, Not Even With A Condom. These
Proven Techniques Keep You Rock Hard. Find out how to deal with erection-killing thoughts
like “I won’t get hard enough” or “My dick isn’t big enough.” FRUSTRATED THAT YOU’RE
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COMING TOO SOON? The Start/Stop Method Will Transform You From Two-Pump Chump
To Long-time Champ. Imagine effortlessly controlling your ejaculation to release when you
want to. You’ll last longer in bed and give your partner more pleasure. THE BEST KEPT
SECRET OF THE MOST TALENTED TOPS Find Out Why Even The Best Lovers Use This
Book As A Reference Guide. For example, did you know that there’s something a top can do
to completely eliminate pain in his partner during the first stages of penetration? Try this mindblowing technique TONIGHT. Book #3: How To Give Head Like A Porn Star BLOWJOBS
THAT’LL GET YOU MARRIED OR PROMOTED Learn How To Do Things No Other Man Has
Done To Him. From a French tongue technique that reduces men to tears to “Suspense &
Resolution” moves that’ll bang them like a gong. MAKE HIS KINGDOM COME Learn Secret
Hotspots And Little-known Pressure Points. The centerpiece is known as The Peacock
Technique, which will light up your partners like an all-night liquor store. GET MORE
PLEASURE OUT OF GIVING HEAD What’s The Point If You’re Not Getting Any Joy Out Of
It? Learn 10 approaches to blowjobs designed to arouse YOU, from clever ways of getting your
mouth wetter so his penis feels sexier inside you to painless ways of getting rid of your gag
reflex. Improve Your Love Life In 7 Days Or Your Money Back. This retailer has agreed to give
you a full refund if you’re dissatisfied with this bundle for any reason. That’s amore!
The rate of women entering prison has increased nearly 400 percent since 1980, with African
American women constituting the largest percentage of this population. However, despite their
extremely disproportional representation in correctional institutions, little attention has been
paid to their experiences within the criminal justice system. Inner Lives provides readers the
rare opportunity to intimately connect with African American women prisoners. By presenting
the women's stories in their own voices, Paula C. Johnson captures the reality of those who
are in the system, and those who are working to help them. Johnson offers a nuanced and
compelling portrait of this fastest-growing prison population by blending legal history,
ethnography, sociology, and criminology. These striking and vivid narratives are accompanied
by equally compelling arguments by Johnson on how to reform our nation's laws and social
policies, in order to eradicate existing inequalities. Her thorough and insightful analysis of the
historical and legal background of contemporary criminal law doctrine, sentencing theories,
and correctional policies sets the stage for understanding the current system.
"Serious philosophy is not an attempt to construct a system of beliefs, but the activity of
awakening, the conversation passionately pursued. Only if professional philosophy reclaims
this paradigm and finds ways to embody it, will it achieve an active place in the thought and life
of our culture." --James Conlon, "Stanley Cavell and the Predicament of Philosophy." This
book is a collection of serious philosophical essays that aim to awaken readers, teachers, and
students to a desire for conversation passionately pursued. The essays in this volume speak
about sex, movies, poetry, and politics, in short, about those things contemporary Americans
passionately discuss. These are the subjects that were taught for forty-three years in James
Conlon's classroom at Mount Mary University, a Catholic urban university for women in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This volume celebrates Conlon's work while calling to all who continue
to teach and learn about philosophy in contemporary times with the message that relevant
philosophy deals with life as it is lived in the moment.

Learn How To Top With EYE-POPPING Medical Illustrations! The 2nd Edition of
this classic bestseller includes: 24 GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS THAT TEACH
YOU HOW TO TOP These critically-acclaimed medical illustrations make you
think you’re seeing sex with x-ray glasses. They’ll help you understand the best
way to top in ways that words alone can’t. They’ll show you how to get harder
than a roll of quarters, get in the best positions, use the most effective angles of
entry and pleasure with creative thrusting patterns. They will improve your ability
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to recall facts, retain important concepts and yes, give you a slight but
unmistakable stiffy. You’re welcome. TEACH YOUR PARTNERS THE :60
SPHINCTER RELEASE METHOD This new method completely relaxes your
partner’s sphincter in under a minute. Based on a relaxation technique called
PNF, Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation, you’ll never struggle with
getting it in again. A QUICK GLANCE AT THE CHAPTERS ? Discovering Your
Inner Top Expressing The Kind Of Masculinity You Feel Comfortable With ?
What’s That Smell? Real-World Tactics For Overcoming The Yuck Factor ? A
Pain In The Butt What You Can Do To Ease Your Partner’s Pain ? The :60
Sphincter Release Teaching Your Partner How To Relax His Butt ? Getting Him
To Want You In The Worst Way The Path To Glory Is In Him Aching For Your
Penis ? How The Best Tops Approach Foreplay Furniture-Breaking Sex Starts
With Fluffing Up The Pillows ? Best Positions and Angles of Entry Missionary?
Doggie-Style? Straight in? Angled Up? It Matters. ? Enter The Dragon Using The
:60 Sphincter Release On Your Partner ? Thrusting Techniques Getting The Most
Pleasure Out Of Being Inside Him ? You’re Not In Charge The Boss Is The Guy
Underneath You ? How To Get Harder Than A Roll Of Quarters Improve Your
Erections And Reduce Performance Anxiety ? The Cure For Condom-induced
Impotence What To Do When Latex Makes Your Willy Go Nilly ? How Alcohol
Affects Your Erection A Little Will Raise It. A Lot Will Ruin It. ? Coming Soon:
YOU How To Deal With Premature Ejaculation ? Worried Your Penis Isn’t Big
Enough? Compare Yourself Against The Latest Studies In Penis Size About The
Author Michael Alvear has been writing about gay sex for over twenty years. He
starred in an international hit TV show called The Sex Inspectors that aired in 12
countries, including HBO in the U.S. and Channel 4 in the UK. He’s also written
several sex books and writes a popular, syndicated column.
A robot fanboy. An erotic voice actor. When love comes calling, will they shed
their armor? Sato’s only long-term relationship is the one he shares with his
Gundam collectibles. He dreams about the kind of unconditional love his parents
enjoy. If only he could break out of his shell, he might find his special someone…
Outgoing playboy Aoi has sworn off relationships. He knows they only distract
him from his budding voice acting career. He’s earned a few loyal fans, and if he
keeps at it, he may even earn enough to never worry about being evicted again…
When Sato meets Aoi at the local anime store, there’s definitely a spark. But
even as they tread carefully, their commitment issues and Aoi’s troubled past
soon muck things up before they can start. In order for Sato and Aoi to have their
happily-ever-after, they’ll both have to take a leap of faith… and hope to be
caught. Would It Be Okay to Love You? is the first book in a gay romance series
set in Japan. If you like original characters, nerd culture, and simmering
chemistry, then you’ll love Amy Tasukada’s charming multicultural love story.
Buy Would it Be Okay to Love You? to get your own love collectible today!
Traces the history of mapmaking while offering insight into the role of cartography
in human civilization and sharing anecdotes about the cultural arenas frequented
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by map enthusiasts.
Traveling to Philadelphia to see a concert, Stella Crown and her friends find
themselves in the middle of a murder investigation after the lead singer of the
band is murdered and Stella's friend Jordan Granger is accused of the crime.
A study of the Asian woman as sexual icon in visual culture.
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